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Raining Dream 
Yuxiao Zhang, Cornell University, USA 
Keywords: Design, Materials, Colors, Architecture 
This work has a very unique and outstanding effect when viewed. Raining Dream tells a story of 
colored raindrops in an imaginary scene. Raindrops are traceless and instant, but what if we 
colored them and traced their steps? Inspiration for this design comes from a sunny day sprinkled 
with an unexpected rain shower : imitating the different colors from the sunshine reflected by 
huge glass windows on modern architecture mixed with crystal raindrops.  
This work has a simple silhouette: a one-piece dress with a sleeveless coat. Color and shape are 
everything in this design. The whole look creates a unique and fantastic atmosphere by applying 
rhythmic colors, special fabrics and advanced technologies. It explores the collision and fusion 
of colors and lights on a creative combination of non-traditional fabrics. Colored drops are hand 
drawn using acrylic paint, with five different pops of colors. All the color drops follow a rhythm 
from tight to loose, from wide to narrow, reflecting the random rhythm of rain. The architectural 
shape is created by special combination of sheer vinyl and solid colored rubber. Sonar melting 
technology is applied to join the two special fabrics together with a sophisticated seam. Laser-
cutting technology is applied on the front of the inner dress to create a hollowed-out look, 
making the colors more vivid. Lots of details are embedded in this design but it still shows a 
clear message of color and shape. Garment measurements are based on the size 6 dress form: 
Bust 34 inches, Waist 25 inches and hips 35 inches. Length is 60 inches. Design balance is well 
controlled to build a professional design concept inspired by the random beauty of natural 
phenomenon. 
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